We all want to know
We'll always have a home
A solid ground beneath our feet

The Earth we walk upon
Build our homes upon
She can provide our every need

But we need to stop,
and look around
And marvel at all its beauty

Let's celebrate the joy of life
We're born from the LAND
You and I, and all of life
We're born from the LAND

Abundance everywhere,
Clean water and air,
For the animals and plants to share

The earth so freely gives,
Us land to grow and live,
How can we preserve this gift?

Let there be beauty,
Peace and joy,
for all of our children

Let's celebrate the joy of life
We're born from the LAND
You and I, and all of life
We're born from the LAND

Can't you see
That everything we need
Is right in the ground
Beneath our feet

And when will we see
Life can only be
As good as the home we keep
This home beneath our feet

Let's celebrate the joy of life
We're born from the LAND
You and I, and all of life
We're born from the LAND